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Abstract: FWM can limit the system performance by inducing a crosstalk in long haul multi-channel WDM system.
Chromatic dispersion which broadens the pulse, also comes into picture while transmission. This paper shows the effect of
chromatic dispersion on FWM in terms of input/output spectrums and eye diagrams. Results show that FWM reduces by
using unequal channel spacing and this reduction is more when the dispersion coefficient is increased.
.
I INTRODUCTION
Four wave mixing causes serious problems in wavelength
division multiplexed systems [1]. FWM may induce
lightpath BER fluctuations in dynamic networks that can
affect the optical signal to noise ratio and quality of service
in transparent networks under highly complex nonlinear
effect [2]. Four-wave mixing (FWM) is a parametric
process in which different frequencies interact and by
frequency mixing generate new spectral components [3].
Four-wave mixing (FWM) is a type of optical Kerr effect,
and occurs when light of two or more different
wavelengths is launched into a fiber. Generally speaking
FWM occurs when light of three different wavelengths is
launched into a fiber, giving rise to a new wave (known as
an idler), the wavelength of which does not coincide with
any of the others. Fig.1 shows the four wave mixing in
frequency domain.

and fprobe is the frequency of the probe light [5, 6]. This
condition is called the frequency phase-matching condition.
The FWM power generated at the end of the fiber due to
interaction of channels at frequencies, fi, fj and fk is given
by
PFWM = ((1024π6)/(ƞ4λ2c2))[Dχ]2((PiPjPk)
/(Aeff2))Leff2ηeαL
where Pi, Pj and Pk, refer to the soliton input powers at
frequency fi, fj and fk respectively, n is the fiber effective
refractive index, λ is the zero dispersion wavelength, c is the
velocity of light, χ is the 3rd order nonlinear susceptibility of
the single mode fiber, Aeff is the effective mode area of the
fiber, Leff is the fiber effective length, a is fiber attenuation
coefficient and D is the degeneracy factor, where D = 6 for i
= j and D = 3 for i ≠ j.
The FWM light generation efficiency is given by
η = (η2/M2(α2+Δβ2))) ((sin2(MΔβLa/2))/
(sin(ΔβLa/2))).(1+(4exp(-αLa)sin2
(ΔβLa/2))/(1-exp(-αLa))2
where M refers to the number of fiber sections and
∆β, the phase mismatching constant, in general, can be
written as ∆β = β (fi) + β (fj) – β (fk) – β (fFWM)
where β represents the propagation constant [7].

III CHROMATIC DISPERSION
Chromatic dispersion results from the spectral width of the
emitter. The spectral width determines the number of
Fig.1. Schematic of four wave mixing in frequency domain [4]
different wavelengths that are emitted from the LED or
laser. The smaller the spectral width, fewer are the number
II THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The idler frequency may then be determined by: fidler = fp1 of wavelengths that are emitted. Longer wavelengths will
arrive at the end of the fiber ahead of shorter ones, spreading
+ fp2 – fprobe
where, fp1 and fp2 are the pumping light frequencies, out the signal. Long haul communication system can be
designed by wavelength division multiplexing of high bit
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rate per channels. In such all-optical systems the effect of
chromatic dispersion and nonlinearities accumulate during
light propagation imposing limits on the achievable
performance.

Fig.2. Pulse broadening due to chromatic dispersion

Chromatic dispersion, which broadens the pulses, shown in
fig.2, can be reduced by using dispersion shifted fibers
(DSFs) at 1550-nm wavelength range, but low chromatic
dispersion enhances some nonlinear effects of fibers like
four wave mixing [8,9]. One of the ways to suppress FWM
is increasing the channel spacing. This increases the group
velocity mismatch between channels. This has the drawback
of increasing the overall system bandwidth, requiring the
optical amplifiers to be flat over a wider bandwidth and
increasing the penalty due to stimulated Raman Scattering
(SRS). Also, in WDM and DWDM systems, to meet the
increasing traffic needs, channel spacing has to be kept
minimum so that more number of channels can be
accommodated. Another approach is unequal channel
spacing.it has been proposed and worked quite well for most
cases since it avoids FWM product to fall on to any channels
[10, 11].
In this paper we have designed 3-channel
WDM systems and simulated the effect of FWM by varying
chromatic dispersion parameter for equal and unequal
channel spacing. The chromatic dispersion parameter is
varied by varying the dispersion coefficient in different run
of simulation.

IV SIMULATION SET UP AND DESCRIPTION
The simulation setup for a pump-probe configuration for
NRZ modulator is shown in the figure.3. The simulation is
carried out to observe the effect of FWM in WDM
configuration in the presence of chromatic dispersion at 10
Gbps.

Fig.3. simulation set up for 3-channel WDM system.

A. Transmitter section
The transmitter consists of data source which generates
pseudo random bit sequence at the rate of 10 Gbps. The bit
sequence is fed to NRZ coder that produces an electrical
NRZ coded signal. This signal is modulated using sin2
modulator. The modulator is driven by a CW_Lorentzian
laser. Three channels are used in this simulation.
B. Fiber section
The three channels are multiplexed and the combined signal
is fed into a fiber which is a single mode fiber. The
nonlinearities are taken into account in this fiber. Using the
optsim software we can induce different nonlinearities
(FWM in this case). Also, different parameters like fiber
length, attenuation, dispersion parameters can be adjusted.
At the output of the fiber, the signal distorted with FWM is
fed to a preamplifier prior sending to the receiver. Fiber is
completely compensated at each span through ideal fiber
gratings.
C.

Receiver section

The output signal from the amplifier is demultiplexed and
individual signals are received at the receiver. For each
signal, there is an electrical low pass Bessel filter followed
by the avalanche photodiode. It is having a cut off frequency
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of 193.175THz. at the output of the low pass filter, a scope is
provided which is an electrical scope to display the eye
diagrams, BER etc. A wide eye opening shows the minimum
distortion.
V RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The simulation setup described above have investigated
the effect of changing dispersion coefficient on FWM in
WDM optical transmission system in terms of eye diagrams,
input/ output spectrums, input pump power and probe power
etc.
The channels are modulated at 10 Gbits/s data rate using
NRZ format. The distance between the in-line optical EDFA Fig.4. Input spectrum of 3-channels with equal channel spacing
fiber amplifiers is 100 Km (span length). The fiber
dispersion value is varied from 0-4ps/nm-Km through
parametric runs. The three signals are launched at 193.025
THz, 193.1 THz and 193.175 THz respectively, so that they
have 75GHz uniform spacing. Table.1 shows the simulation
parameters used in the set up.
Table.1.SIMULATION PARAMETERS

PARAMETER(unit)
Pump frequency(THz)
Channel separation
(GHz)
Probe frequency(THz)
Bit rate(Gbit/s)
Attenuation (db/Km)
Fiber length(Km)
Dispersion
coefficient(ps/nm-Km)
Booster amplifier
gain(dBm)
Preamplifier gain(dB)

VALUES
193.025-193.175
75
193.1
10
0.2
100
0-4

Fig.5.Output spectrum of 3-channel with equal channel spacing (when
dispersion coefficient D=0)

6
25

The optical spectrum for input signals shown in Fig.4. The
output spectrum of the signals for D= 0 ps/nm-km and D=4
ps/nm-km are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 respectively.
Fig.6.Output spectrum of 3-channels with equal channel spacing (when
dispersion coefficient, D=4)

The output signal spectrums show that with the increase of
dispersion the peak of the FWM effect in the spectrum is
suppressed. At zero dispersion co-efficient the effect
becomes significant and it generates other wavelengths of
significant amplitude which are taking power from its parent
signal. On the other hand, at Fig. 6 at dispersion co-efficient
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of 4ps/nm-km generated other wavelengths amplitude
significantly small.
The performance of the probe channel (which is 193.1 THz)
is also monitored at the receiver end by observing the eye
diagram formation for equal as well as unequal channel
spacing by varying the dispersion parameter. Fig.7 and Fig.8
show the effect of zero dispersion for equal and unequal
channel spacing respectively.

Fig.9. Eye diagram for equal channel spacing (when dispersion coefficient,
D=4)

VI CONCLUSION
The impact of dispersion coefficient on FWM in a 3channel WDM system has been demonstrated in this paper.
The effect has been shown for both equal and unequal
channel spacing. Results show that FWM is maximum

when dispersion coefficient is minimum and
reduces as the dispersion coefficient is increased. Also the

Fig.7. Eye diagram for equal channel spacing (when dispersion coefficient,
D=0

performance of the system is found to be better with unequal
channel spacing. Therefore in a WDM system in order to
improve performance, unequal channel spacing is
recommended with an optimized level of chromatic
dispersion.
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Fig.8. Eye diagram for unequal channel spacing (when dispersion
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